The Heart of the Christian Gospel
ALAN P. F. SELL•
P. T. Forsyth ~>nee declared that .'Our first business with the
Gospel is to understand it.' 1 But what is it that is to be understood?
Is there an unchanging essence of the gospel-understanding by
'essence' the whole of that by which a thing is, and is what it is? We
do not stay to enquire whether that definition, with which both Cicero
and Locke would have been content, applies happily to the generality
of entities in the world. What is quite plain·is that some are quite
convinced that there can be no such thing as an isolable essence of the
Christian gospel-at least if what is envisaged is a verbally formulated,
constant dictum of eternal validity and adequacy. On the contrary,
they have properly noted that within the New Testament itself there
are various formulations of the gospel message, and they have rejoiced
to think of the good news as being adaptable to each successive, changing age, and to widely differing geographical locations: 'One man's
essence is another man's millstone' is th~ir motto. They would argue
that Professor H.R. Mackintosh w~ being no more than realistic when
he averred, 'No pretence of scientific rig!)ur can hide the plain fact that
we all decide what the essence of Chrijitianity shall mean for us by a
judgement of value formed through personal insight or intuition.' 2
Out of context these words might appear to be those of a·subjective
Tt;:lativist; but in fact MackintosQ. would have been the first to agree
with Forsyth that 'Tliere qmst surely be in every positive religion
some point where it may so change as to lose its identity and become
another religion. ' 3 Our provisional judgement is that 'Yhat 1is dis,tin..~~ I
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ctive of Christianity is its gospel; that it is both possible and desirable
that Christians be articulate concerning the gospel; that no form of
words will ever do justice to the depths of the gospel; and that in any
case Christianity, though inseparable from propositional statementseven if only those we address in silence to ourselves- is more than
words.
Before proceeding further we sh;Ul do well to observe that it is one
thing to speak of the features of the religion Christianity, and another
to enquire into the heart of the Christian gospel. Doubtless in the
·rust and last resort Christianity depends upon its gospel; but many
true--or false-statements can be made about how the faith has spread,
how the churches are governed, what kind of practices Christians
engage in, ·and so on, without even beginning to approach the question
of the core of Christianity's message. It is with this last question that
we are concerned, and as we probe it further we wish to take due account
of two points. The first is that of Bishop John Jewel (1522·1571 ):
'We woutd seek no other foundation than the same which we knew was
long ago laid by the ap~tles, that is to wit our Saviour Jesus Christ.'4
But even1 as we take this point concerning continuity, we must take
the other which draws our attention to the dynamism of the gospel and
exhorts us not to externalise or to fossilise it.
The fact that it is difficult to encapsulate the message of Christianity
into a form of words of eternal validity and adequacy has not prevented
some.from making the attempt. When we examine their attempts we
find evidence to support H. R. Mackintosh's view that personal evaluations are ~rought to bear upon the biblical and later historical materials.
Thus, Harnack's understanding of the essence of Christianity was
compatible with his character as a nineteenth century liberal Protestant
who wished to take proper, though not extreme, account of biblical
criticism whilst retaining a vital faith. To this end he exalted a nonapocalyptic understanding of the Kingdom of God, and for his
pains earned the opposition of inter alia his erstwhile pup~l Albert
Schweitzer (1875-1965), whose The Quest of the Historical Jesus (1906,
E. T . 1910) provided a reading of the message of Jesus which would
by no means tolerate the exclusion of the apocalyptic. On the contrary, according to Schweitzer, it was the very fact that the end of the
world had not come as quickly as he had originally supposed it would
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which prompted Jesus to walk the way of the Cross in order to head
off the sufferings which were t<Ycome upon his follOwers in the last days.
In the wake of such widely differing accounts C.H. Dodd wrote: 'We
- tried to believe that criticism coald prune away from the New Testa·
ment those elements in it which seemed to us fantastic, and leave us
with an original ''essence of Christianity", to which modern man could
say, ''That is what I have always thought." But the ·attempt has
failed.' 5
The motive of tho~ who have attempted to isoiate the essence ·of
the gospel has, as Dodd's wor<ls imply, frequently been that o-f showing
the gospel's timeless relevance, and hence its modernity. In the
process they have sometimes distorted the gospel to such a degree that
the gospel's cutting edge has been !Jlunted and its true note muffled
-ilnd all this in the interests of communication by way of reassuring
the modern men of every age that the heart of Christianity was only
what they had always thought. The words of Dean Inge come to
mind: 'The Church which marries the spirit of the age in one genera·
tion will be a widow in the next.' Others have sJught an understanding
of the essence of the gospel which will secure immunity from adverse
currents o.f thought. In this class some have placed the idealist philo·
sopher T. H. Green who sought to translate the gospel into ter~
which would be unassailable by that empiricism which had, he thought,
undermined the historical foundations of the faith. 'What Green WI'S
trying to do ... was to provide a sort of lowest common denominator:of
belief for those who were looking in those days of attack ~pon reqgion
for moral principles upon which to base their dajly l~yes.' 8 It is tp the
eternal credit of Green's contemporary Ritschl. that he declar~d ~hat
there could be no-such shirking o£ the historical. ·We cannot r_egar.d as
adequate any account of the Chnstian gospel which does not give due
weight to the fact that in the historic Christ the holy God hal! graciously ·
acted for man's ~edemption..
·
The question of the heart of the gospel is often confused with the
question, 'What is the indispensable minimum of belief which one
must hold if one is to qualify as a Christian?' The danger common to
all attempts to answer this question is that by reason of our principles
of selection we end by distorting rather than distilling the gospel. In
employing the term 'distilling' we learn from Forsyth. He distinguished between the paring a\..,ay of doctrines with a view to the con·
vincement of 010dern man,' and the attempt to distil the essence of the
• C . H . Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments , London;
Hodder and StoughNm, 1-970, pp . 91-92.
1
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7 Not indeed ~hat it is an entirely modern pursuit !The Hul!tienot p astcr, ·
R·abant, wrote the following c. 1760: ;In this age mGre d ian' in any othn, it
is necessar:y to simplify religion and tQ free it from ~U accessories. It will
then be iif>proved of by the philosophers and within· rea<h of the people,
which can neither remember nor discuss the masl -"of articles of which it
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He was concerned that 'Too many are occupied in throwing
over precious cargo; they are lightening the ship even of its fuel.'B
Though convinced of the need to reduce the burden of belief which
the older orthodoxy had unwarrantably and intolerably placed upon
men's shoulders, he nevertheless felt that the task was one of refining
beliefs rather than of scooping up 'a chance handful from a heap.'ll
The quantitative approach entirely misses the mark. The question is
not, 'Will five doctrines suffice today where ten were needed yesterday?' What is required is a religion of grateful, obediential commitment-an experimental religion; and such a religion is one in which
you have 'not a creed pruned down to the limits of our understanding,
but a faith whose reach exceeds its grasp, yet which is at a~l times an
absolute obedience to Jesus as Lord,'lO This quotation from Dr
Lovell Cocks raises questions concerning the status of Christian systems
and the nature of the Christian's commitment. We shal\ look at the
first of these questions now, and return to the seco~d shortly .
. We are not among those who believe, still less rejoice, that the days
of Christian system building are over. Nor do we wish to indulge in
the pastime-fashionable in some quarters-of setting up systematic
Aunt Sallies, whether Roman or Calvinistic, with a view to scoring
cheap victories over them.· We believe that even the dreaded Calvinism can be shown to have end\iring import, particularly when a
sympathetic attempt is made to discover what errors were being guarded
against by those who selected the terminology they did. We would
go further and state our conviction that the absence of theological
systematisation is one of the serious lacks of contemporary theology:
so much is occasional; so much is wrongly sensational; so much is
transient: 'Remember God's death!' The relativistic _spirit of the
age and the lack of a firm. grasp upon the heart of the gospel loom
large as possible culprits. The gospel, it can hardly be denied, carries
implications which cry out for systematic expression. If the Cross
is in any sense redemptive, who needs to die upon it for it to be so?
How is the conviction that the Cross is redemptive come by'? Thus
doctrine leads into doctrine, so that we can understand why Professor
Gorden Clark expostulated, 'The whole Gospel is not just a few disjointed truths. It is an ordered and logical system ... God does not
ramble his message to us. His thoughts are not desultory and disconnected. On the contrary, God speaks with logical consistency.' 11

bas been composed, the greater part of which are meaningless to them.'
Quoted in A.] . Grant, The Huguenots, London: Thornton Butterworth,
1934, p. 232. See further our remarks on Baxter and Locke below.
s P. T~ Forsyth, The Principle of Authority, p. 261.
1 P. T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind (1907), London:
Independent'Press, 1964, p . 91, and see the entire chapter.
10 H. F. Lovell Cocks, 'CongregationalChurchmanship,' Proceedings of the
l11ternationa/ Congregat~al Council (7), 1953, p. 47.
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We can understand this; nor should we wish to impugn God's logical
consistency. The fact remains, however, that whilst. the gospel may,
and we believe does, imply a system, it is not itself a system. Systems
are constructed by men who, however clearly and logically God speaks,
can be notoriously hard of hearing. Systems are derived from the
gospel; subordinate standards must ever remain subordinate. In
one sense the gospel is more than~ sy~teril; it is an undeniable claim
upon the believer-upon his whole life :uid not only upon his intellect
(which is nQt to .reyi.ve the old liberal heresy that Christianity is not
creed but' life). In another sense the gospel is less than a system,
since a system may be so full and require such experience and sophistication in both its construction and its ree<(ption that the majority of
the child-like, for whom the gospel is, would choke upon it. Professor
Orr .was right in saying that 'Christianity is not something utterly
formless and vague, but has an ascertainable, statable content, which
it.is the business of the Church to find out, to declare, to defend, and
ever more perfectly to seek to unfold in the connection of its parts, and
in relation to advancing knowledge.'a But to suppose that ·any ·
Christian system is the gospel is to have failed to learn the lesson
that Christianity's leanest times have been when tbat very view had
been widely held among believers. Thus Butler lamented, 'It is
come•. .to be taken for granted by many persons that Christianity is
not so much a subject for enquiry; but that it is-now at length discovered
to be fictitious.'13
At the opposite end ofthe Christian scale from the system builders
we find almost all the Quakers-the most prominent exception being
Robert Barclay (1648-90). None have more vociferously ·b'pposed
'notions' than the Friends; and in so far as their plea has been for inwardness in the sense of an experimental as opposed to an iCxternal,
formal profession of faith, all Christians may learn from them and be
challenged by them. But'inward' can ·also mean 'innate'-~d perhaps it did mean this to Barclay, writing as he did in those heady
Cartesian days. Then it is not a long step to 'private', or ::aeta.Ched
from the world', or 'unhistorical' or even 'anti-historical'; and
along any of these paths an undifferentiated mysticism can be reached
which is indistinguishable from humanism. a We cannot slacken our
u J. Orr, The Progress of Dogma, London: J. Clarke, t901, pp. 8-9.
•• J. Butler's advert isement to his A1lllwgy, 1st edn., .1736·. It is interesting
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grip upon the conviction that a truly experimental Christian faith is a
faith in someone; and it is a faith that that someone has done therederoptively decisive deed. It may be that the foundation of the
Christian system-or of a Christian system-is the doctrine of the
Trinity, or of the Holy Spirit, or of the authority of Scripture. But
the ranks of the redeemed include many who could _not adequately
formulatt>, or even understand these d'octrines. As Erasmus put it,
'You will not be damned for not knowing whether the Spirit proceeds
from one origin only, or from both the Father and the Son .. ,'lo It
is questionable, however, whether any have found Christ-or, rather,
been found by him-who have known nothing of sin and grace, guilt
and salvation. As Dr Carnegie Simpson insisted, Christ's first question is not one concerning dogma; it is, 'What is your attitude to me? ...
Whatever else ·J'nay be said of the building, there is the authentic
site.' 16
What, then, becomes of creeds and confessions? Clearly whilst
none may deny the right of the several churches to impose tests of
membership, what must be denied is the view that credal assent makes
a person a Christian; and what must be utterly denounced is any suggestion that such assent is a 'work'- on whose performance we merit
salvation. A. Christian is not made by subscription-or indeed by his
performing anything; he is made by God's gracious call to him in the
gospel. Hence, 'Where saving faith is identified with the believer's
assent to.a body of doctrine, we are at the furthest remove from anything ~t can be regarded as a persona,l encounter of the believer with
his Savio:ur,and a personal assurance of forgiveness.' 17 The truth is,
as Dr Pe.nney saw, that 'We must leave it to Christ to establish His
ascendency ,~ver men in His own way ... and not seek to secure it beforehand by, t\le imposition of chains of our forging.' 18 But, to
reiterate, this. is not to say that there is no dogmatic content in the
gospel: 'Christianity certainly is more than its truth, but there is no
Christianity apart from its truth.' 19 'The question,' said Professor .
Hodgson, .'is not whether we should have a creedless religion; it is
whether or not w~ can have a creedlesslife,'20
in a letter addressed to Lady Elgin in 1833 Erskine of Linlathen wrote: 'I
believe all notions of Religion, however true, to be absolutely melns or
worse than useless.' Quoted by J. Tulloch, Movements of Religious Thought
in Britain during the Nineteenth Century (1885), Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1971, p. 141 n.
16 Erasmus, Preface to Hilary, London edn., 1642.
18 P. C. Simpson, The Fact of Christ, London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1924, pp. 20; 21.
17 H. F.Lo~ll Cocks, By Faith Alone, London: J. Clarke, 1943, pp. 144-5.
II J. Denney;Jesus and the Gospel, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1909,
p. 383.
11 P.T. Forsyth, The-J?,~rson and Place of J~sus Ch,ist (1909), London: Indep-endent Press, 1961, p.'2)4.
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However, it may be for the individual Christian, it is no bad thing
for the churches to set down the things most commonly held among
them-whether in creeds,_ confessions or local covenants; it is a further
question how the affirmations thus adopted are to be used. Certainly
we do not wish to endorse that churlish variety of modernism which
views ancient statements askance and instead of bringing out the new
from the old sets out to smash the old.2l After all, there is something
to be conserved, and, as Forsyth observed, 'the iconoclasts do not always
appear to understand that.it takes a great deal of theology to revolutionise theology.' 22 Yet there are undeniable difficulties surrounding
corporate Christian affirmations. There is the fact that such affirmations are inevitably and properly the products of their ages. Thus the
Apostles' Creed is strong on historical matters because it was devised
to counter attacks on the historicity of Jesus. But its very conditioning
in this regard makes it a less than adequate statement of the heart of the
gospel: 'A creed which !.::aves out the Cross (understand "doctrine of
atonement") is not a Christian creed. One reason why the massive
and noble Apostles' Creed luis never won wide acceptance With simple
Christian folk is because it allows us to grope among its clauses for
this master truth.' 23 John Macpherson, that doughty defender of the
Westminster Confession concurred;24 but in turn his favoured statement was severely criticised by Robert Mackintosh: 'We have found
Confessionalism barren in apologetics, wrong in its scientific inferences
from Scripture, very dubious in its critical assumptions, quite mistaken
in its ways of handling history.' 25
Useful as they may be, confessional statements and the like cannot
guarantee orthodoxy: 'Experience has shown that it passes man's wit to
<ievis-e a form of words which can be guaranteed to exclude the possibility of unorthodoxy.' 26 What they can do-and it is, s:lQ-is constrict: 'Where you' fix a creed you flatten faith;' 27 and they can vitiate
fellowship. As to the former, an unfortunately aristocratic impression
can be conveyed that Christianity is a matter of the intellect alone. 21
11 Cf. the attitude of Robert Flint in D. Macmillan, The Life -of Robert
Flint, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1914, pp. 264-70.
11 p·; T. Forsyth, The Person and Place of Jesus Christ, p. 2t4.
18 W. M. Clow, The Cross in Christian Experience, London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1908, p. 321.
N John Macpherson, The Confession of Faith (1881),-Edinburgh: T. and T.
Clark, 1~58, p. 6.
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Press, 1953, p. 168.
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As to the latter, the schismatic tendency can be fostered to such a degree
that instead of being a last, reluctant resort, schism becomes a badge
of purity of faith and fidelity to the gospel. That we here touch upon a
problem of long standing is clear from a glance at Richard Baxter's
writings. None knew better than he 'how ticklish a Business the
Enumeration of Fundamentals was.'211 He therefore made 'no larger
a Profession necessary than the Creed and Scriptures.'ao His motive
was, of course, the peace and unity of the Church: 'The most necessary
thing to the Church's peace (is that my brethren) unite in necessary
truths . . . and do not make a larger creed and more necessaries
than G<!d hath done .. .' 31 As he elsewhere said, 'All over-doing is
undoing I' 32 But although Baxter thus set down his policy, he did not
thereby remove the problems.- Locke, for example, would have a
much smaller list of fundamentals than he: a simple profession of faith
in Jesus as Messiah would, thought Locke, suffice. Again, in the
following century, Thomas Crosby, who had been spurned by his
High Calvinist fellow Baptist John Gill33 averred, 'It is Christ th~t
must be followed, and not Calvin or Arminius.. .Are the peculiar
distinguishing doctrines of Calvin, or Arminius, essential to a Christian?
If not, why are they made essential to communion with one another?
.•.What praise can they expect from Christ their divine master, who
make the door to a profesSion of his religion straiter than he has left
it?'84 Finally, to come to our own century, it is well-known that the
five fundamentals encompassed a limited range of doctrinal matters only,
and that some conservatives sought agreement over a wider range of
doctrine. We find it hard not to endorse Dr Carnell'sjibe to the effect
that, 'When there are no modernists from which (sic) to withdraw,
funttamentalists compensate by withdrawing from one another.' 36
That, at any rate, is a not unfair description ot the tactics of some
fundamentalists of the ·far right.
The upshot is that affirmations of faith, far from being the gospel,
do not necessarily give an adequate account of it; still less do they
automatically guard the faith or unite Christian believers. They
have their proper but subordinate place. But to what are they subordinate? The answer can only be, 'To the gospel' and at once
there arises the question-yet agai,n-'What is the gospeH' Some
have suggested that the heart of the Christian gospel is Christ. Clearly,
R. Baxter, Reliquiae Baxteriana•, ed. M. Sylvester, 1696, II 28, p. 148.
Ibid., III 141, p. 61.
R. Baxter, The Reformed Pastor, London: SCM, 1956, p. lOf.
II R. Baxter,Rel. Bax. I 40, p. 27; and on the entire iswe see G.F. 1\'utt all,
RiehMd Baxter and PhilipDoddridge,London: Oxford University Pres6, 19 ~ 1.
u See B. White, 'JolUt Gill in London,' The Baptist Quarterly XXIIe
1967,p. 82.
u Thomas Crosby, Tht History tp tlu English Baptist.• IV, Lendon, 174<'1
pp. 15, 16 (spelling modernised).
11 E. J. Carnell, The Cau for OrthodtH& Tluolozy, London: Manhall,
Morgan anrl Scott, 1961, p. 117.
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by definition, there would be no Christian gospel ·apart from him,

and it is not difficult to find examples through Christian history of
those who have affirmed his centrality .unequivocally. Thus, the
earliest gospel opens, 'Here begins the gospel of Jesus Christ the Son
of Gbd ;' a':ld we may t~ 'gospel' here to mean not simply the
message which Jesus proclaimed, but to mea·n 'the good news about
Jesus.' Again, Calvin says, 'By the Gospel, I understand the clear
manifestation of the mystery of Christ,' 3 6 Or, to the English Puritan
Thomas Watson, 'Jesus Christ is the sum and quintessence of the
gospel; the wonder of angels, the joy and triumph of saints. The
name of Christ is sweet, it is as music in the ear, honey in the mouth,
and a cordial at the heart.' 87 In our own century H. R. Mackintosh
averred, 'Eventually the distinctive fact in Christianity is Christ.'38
Admittedly, we have taken these sentences out of context, but our
point is that testimonies to the centrality of Christ are not by them. selves immediately informative. We need to know with what kind of
Christ we have to do; we need to ki10w who he is and what he does
(incarnation; person and work of Christ); we need to know why his
work was necessary (sin; man);39 we need to know how its benefits
are appropriated (the Holy Spirit; regeneration, and so on); we need
to know what are its results (the Church militant and triumphant;
the consummation). These almost hastily random questions and
the incomplete list of doctrines they immediately call to mind bear out
our earlier contention that the gospel implies a system even though it
is not itself a system. · It is a word of redemption at whose heart is
Christ: but not any kind of Christ. We believe that the Christ of
11ome liberal Christians-the exemplar Christ, or Christ _the first
Christian-is less than half a Christ, and we echo Forsyth's protest
against him: 'A Christ that differs from the rest of men only in saintly
degree and not in redeeming kind is not the Christ of the New Testament ~or of a Gosp~l Church.' 40 Those who construct the kind

J. Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religicn II ix 2.
T. Watson, A Body of Divinity (from A Body of Prartical Divinity,
1692), London: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1975, p. 161.
18 H. R. Mackintosh, The Originality of the Christian Message, p. 76.
" Cf. S. G. Craig, Christianity Rightly So Called, Philadelrhia : Pre!byterian and Reformed, 1975, p. 65: -.'The object of Christian faith has never
been Christ simpliciter but always Christ as crucified.'
ao P. T. Forsyth, The Church, The Gospel and Society, London: Independent
Press, 1962, p. 99. It is because we miss this note, and are wary of a..retum to
the'liberal-aesthetic'viewofChrist that we find ourselves u~eas) with Professor Stephen Syke~'s statement that 'I wish to speak of "the character of
Christ" as the essence of Christianity.' See his 'The Essence of Christianity,'
Religious Studies VII, 1971~ P· 296. There is little In his arti~Je to show the
need for that character to. be redemptive. We would also wisp to "draw·a distinction between the charac~~t of Chi at as we understand it, and what Profeasor Sykes says is 'identifiably. c.o ntinuous with it,' namely, 'the character
~f Christ in the cooperative 1ctivity of individuals outside the date span of
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of Christ thus criticised have taken inadequate account both of the facts
of man's case, and of the meaning of the historic events of Christ's
life; and it is ·only when facts and meanings are properly conjoined
that we have the gospel.
The Christian is one who by grace (a term to be unpacked shortly)
has responded to good news, and this good news is a narration and explanation of an act accomplished by Gad-in-Christ.· By 'explanation'
we do not, of co_urse, mean that the preacher explains the mechanics of
the resurrection (though, truth to tell, some preachers have sullied
Easter S'J.nday with their disastrous efforts in that direction!). We
mean simply that an explanation of the significance of the event accompanies the relation of the event: 'The essence of Christianity is not in
the bare fact, but in the fact and its interpretation.' 41 Undeniably,
evaluation enters into exposition; Ritschl and H. R. Mackintosh were
right on this point. J. G. Machen's work likewise was clearly dependent upon . his evaluations-though sometimes conservatives are .
reluctant to admit such a fact lest their biblical positivism be eroded.
It is only fair to add, however, that this reluctance may also be due
to a proper fear of that subjectivising liberalism which would so underplay, or even deny, the historical as to leave us with an aesthetic
appreciation of the Christ idea rather than with news of transformed
life in him. It must never be forgotten that 'We find our charter in
Jesus' historical existence' {p. 300). The w~rds of Forsyth once more ring
in our ears: 'Christ is more precious to us by what di~tinguishe·s Him from ua
than by what identifies Him with us.' See his 'The Distinctive Thing in
Christian Experience,' TheHibbertJournalVI, 1908, p. 4.86. Above all, Jesus
did not need to repent. See The Person and Place ofJesus Christ, p. 52; andcf.
J. K. MozleY.'scriticismof R. C. Moberly's position in the latter'sAtonenumt
. and Personality, London: John Murray, 1901: 'The difficulty c f the idea of
vicarious repentance in the case of one personally sinless is too stubborn to
be overcome,' op.cit., p. 24. We do not say that Professor Sykes would ~ainsay
our point; only that he does not ma'ke it clear that he does not. Nor should
we, for our part, wish to do other than agree with Forsyth when he writes,
'The Christian fact ... is a superhistoric fact living on in the new experience
which it creates:' The Person and Place of Jesus Christ, p. 3.
u P. T. Forsyth, The Person and Place of Jesus Christ, p. 168. Elsewhere
he endorses the saying, 'The fact wi thoutthe word is dumb; the word without
the fact is empty,' The Work of Christ, p. 47. Cf. John 'Rabbi' Duncan: 'The
Gospel doctrine is a historic doctrine. It rests on a historic basis,' in ed'. W.
Knight, Colloquia Peripatetica, Edinburgh: Oliphant, 1907,p. 170; and more
recently H. E. Root: 'The objective core (of the gospel) cannot be just historical events. It must include a definite interpretation of the meaning
of those eve~:~ts: namely, that somehow or other a transcendent God made
himself known in those events.' f:\ee his 'What is the Gospel?,' Theology
LXVI, 1963,p. 222; and L. Hodgson, rtp. cit., pP,. 10-11. For evidence that
a contemporary preacher is alive to the fact-intd'Pretation relatiomhip see
D. rl. C. Read, 'What is the Gospel? III,' The Expository Times LXXXI,
1970, pp. 359-60.
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histol'y, and not in human nature; in the Word, and not in the world.
The seat of revelation is in the cross and not in the heart.'42 Or, as
John Newton more succinctly put it, 'Warm affections, without knowledge, can rise no higher than superstition.'43 ·
But what are these facts which require interpretation? Some would
reply, 'The primary fact to be expounded is that ofthe Incarnation of
Christ.' We question this reply for the same reason that Forsyth
questioned _'it: · 'Only the Atonement gives the !~carnation its base
and value tn any moral and religious sense.'" It was not enough
that the Christ should come; everything turns upon what he did when
he came. We have earlier noted the way in which many nineteenth
century Anglicans were profoundly moved by the doctrine of the Incarnation, coming to them as it did along the line of Alexandrian theology. Yet many of them, although they began there, really found the
heart of the gospel in the Cross-even if they did not s·ay so in so many
words. Thus W. M. Clow observed that although R . C. Moberly in
his Lux Mundi essay on 'The Incarnation as the Basis of Dogma' began
by dwelling upon the Incarnation, that doctrine 'soon sinks before
the horizon, and the passion of his believing heart rM>es into flood as he
speaks of the Cross.' 46 Dr A. M. Ramsey has made our point, in
connection with the incarnational theology of J. R. Illingworth: 'Bent
upon the recovery of the Incarnation as the central principle in theology, he wrote in deprecation of those who gave centrality to the Atonement... This was incautious, inasmuch as the formulation of the
?octrine of the Incarnation had sprung, alike in the apostolic age and
Jn the patristic period, from out of the experience of Redemption: the
saving act had been the key to the Church's faith in the divine Christ.' 4 6
Finally, and very recently, Canon A. J. Baker begins an interesting
article on 'The Essence of Christianity' by claiming that, 'Part 'at least
of the essence of Christianity as such ...must be whatever central
tenet it does not share with any other faith; and that is one thing only,
the classical doctrine ot the lncamation.' 47 Maurice, Gore, Moberly
and Illingworth say 'Amen'. Significantly, however, when Canon
Baker wishes to counter those Christians who prefer a God who is
'like' Jesus to the classical doctrine of the Incarnation, he comes to
our very point: 'The thing which gave Christianity its wide-ranging
appeal was that it offered not a revelation of what God was like but a
salvation through what God had done .. .'48 Then, we agree, it is appropriate to face up to the Christological implication: 'If indeed
u P. T. Forsyth, 'The Distinctive Thing in Christian Experience,' p . 486
Lettas of John Newton, Le-ndon : Banner of Truth Trust, 1965, p . 17.
~ P. T. Forsyth, The Church, The Gospel and Society, p. 12(). Cf. his The.
Cruciality of the Cross (1909), London: Independent Press, 1957, p.SO n.
" W. M. Ciow, op. cit_., p. 31.9.
" A. M. Ramsey, From Gore to Temple, London: ~ngmans, 1960., p. 40.
"/!L. J. Baker, 'The Essence of Christianity, I,' ; The Expository Timu
I.JOQC.VII,., 1975, p. 36.
" Ibid., p. 37.
u

''God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself,'' then God must
be so intimately involved with Jesus that what was done had really
been done by God in person.'4 • To this is properly added the clinch~
ing affirmation that the truth hidden in the crucified Jesus 'would have
remained hidden but for one thing: that the crucified Jesus is also the
Risen Lord.'60 Here indeed we approach the heart of the gospel;
here we begin where Paul began; here we come face to face with the
facts of God's holy, sovereign, victorious love, and man's sinful impotence and dire need-facts which are so vulnerable in the hands of
'Pelagian' and immanentist alike.
In a grand phrase Luther spoke of God as 'a glowing furnace full
of love.' 61 But if Luther was anxious to guard against what he took to
be Erasmus's coldness in speaking of the love of God, we may surmise
that he would have liked even less the sentimentality with which some
nineteenth century liberals shrouded it.- It fell to Forsyth to emphasise as few others have done the holiness of God's love. Far from being
a genial, amoral benignity, 'there is everything in the love of God to
be afraid of. Love is not holy without judgement. It is the love of
holy God that is the consuming fire.' 52 Indeed, apart from this holy
love sin would not be guilt, and atonement would be unnecessary .5 s
The grace of the holy God is his overflowing love not simply to those
who do not and could not deserve it, but tothosewhomeritits opposite:
'At the very time when we were still powerless, then Christ died for
the wicked ... Christ died for us while we were yet sinners, and that
is God's own proof of his love towards us.'64 The Puritan Thomas
Willcox (1621-87) was quick to see the novelty in all this as he reflected
upon the very different gospel which human nature might have designed: 'Let nature but make a gospel and it would be quite contrary
.to Christ: it would be to the just, the innocent and the holy; Christ
made the gospel for you; that is, for needy sinners, the ungodly, the
unrighteous, the accursed. Nature cannot endure to think the gospel
is only for sinners; it will rather choose to despair than to go to Christ
on such terrible terms.' 56 Given God's holy love; given man's plight,
all pelagianising must evaporate before Paul's affirmation, 'By grace
" Ibid., p. 37.
•o Ibid., p. 38.
u G. Ebeling quoting Luther's Works (Weimar edn. 1883 ff.) in his Luther,
London: Collins, Fontana, 1975, p. 267.
5I P. T. Forsyth, The Work of Christ, p . 85.
~~ Ibid., p. i9.
1 t Romans 5:6, 8.
u R. Willc_o:a:, Honey out of the Rock (Psalm81 :16) reprinted by Zou Pub·
lications, Sheffield c. 1975, p. 9. Cf. C. G. Montefiore's comment much used
by preachets: 'The Rabbis welcomed the sinner in his repentan~e. But to
seek out the sinner, and,in~tead of avoiding the bad compani1>n, to choofehim
as your friend in order to work his moral redemption, this was, I fancy, 50mc~
thing new in the m'lral history of Israel,• The Religious Teaching fl/ Jt.nu.
London: Macmillan, 191u, p. 57.
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you are saved, through trusting him, it is not your own doing.' 5 '
This saving grace is 'the forgiving, redeeming act of holy love to
human sin, an act ultimate and inexplicable. It is not mercy to
our failure, or pity for our pain, but it is pardon for our sins1' 67
Small wonder that Robert Traill (1642-1716) prophesied, 'As long
as God hath a mind to give mercy and grace, as long as any of
the children of men are sensibly needy of grace and mercy, and
askers and receivers thereof from the Lord, (and that will be till
the heavens be no more), this thr.one of grace will be plied and
praised.'68 Philip Doddridge (1702-51) could not help himself:
Grace, 'tis a charming sound,
Harmonious to my ear;
Heaven with the echo shall resound,
And all the earth shall hear.
H. R. Mackintosh was simply translating such sentiments into
language more apt for theological construction when he declared
that 'Christianity stands and falls with the message of free Divine
)
grace ...Salvation as God's work is grace and nothing else.' 09
What has this divine grace accomplished? With commendable
reticence the Church has never formally defined the doctrine of the
atonement, and we cannot here dwell upon the many formul,atidns of
it which individuals have presented. Our main concern is suggest
that any satisfactory account of God's saving work must ,take due
account of that constellation of ideas which surround such .concepts
as law, sin, wrath, mercy, pardon; and, above all, it must insist upon
the fact that God has done something in Christ and not tnerely shown
something. As we have said elsewhere, 'The scriptural testimony is
that the Cross is not only a visual aiq-even a divine one;' 80 Again,
the gospel is not simply that God has in Christ taught us something
ot which we would otherwise have been ignorant: 'The gospel is no
mere proclamation of "eternal truths", but the discovery of a saving
purpose of God for mankind, executed in time.' 81 Thus it is that,
'The Fatherhood of God in Christian teaching is and becomes a fact
to men only through the Cross. The Fatherhood without the Atone-
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is the incre<;lible doctrine. It spt;aks of a God who has done
httle to restore Hts lost.' 62 What God in Christ does at the Cross
is to heal a mortal disease and to give new life. His condescending
grace makes and receives Christ's offering, and thus the God-man relation is restored; 'by his stripes we are healed.'68 Thus any merely
aesthetic appreciation of Christ's life and work misses the point. It
overlooks man's flouting of the holy God's law, which required a
radical atonement for its satisfaction. We recall our uneasiness with
the Platonist tendency, and with that represented recently by Professor R.P.C. Hanson, to skirt the concept oflaw and thereby to minimise that of wrath. 'Rabbi' Duncan's verdict is just: 'The want
of the legal is a fatal blot theology, and a practical danger in religion.
It will lead to a crude philanthropy, to moonlight views of God's
government of the world. It has often led to a hazy latitudinarianism,
or, to what is even worse, an exaggerated Antinomian evangelism .64 '
Precisely because of the exceeding sinfulness of sin and the awful
holiness of God, 'Christ did not die simply to affect men but to effect
salvation, not simply to move m-an's heart but to accomplish God's
wjll' 65. Again, 'The love of God is not more real than the wrath of
God. For He can be really angry only with those He loves. And
how can Absolute Love love without acting to save ?' 66 It must be under
lined that all the time it is God in Christ making and receiving the
offering. This is the mystery of grace-but better a mystery than
the unsatisfactory doctrine that there exists a wedge between Father
and Son, or the immoral view that the atonement procures grace. To
assent to this last view is to turn the gospel on its head. The atonement is the work of grace. To confess to mystery at this point is
not to retreat from the effort ot thought; it is to confess thought's limit.
We can but testify with Paul that 'God was in Christ reconciling the
world to bimsel£.'67
.
Now this grace of God does not work in a void. The gospel is
not a general pronouncement which affects nobody in particular.
Through no deserts of his own the sinner is drawn to Christ. In the
quaint but true words of Thomas Goodwin, 'God in his love pitcheth
upon persons. God doth not pitch upon propositions only; as to say,
I will love him who believeth, and save him, as those of the Arminian
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posttion hold; no, he pitcheth upon persons.' 68 Whenever God's
prevenient work of regeneration is overlooked the door is o_pen to a
gospel-denying religion of works. The truth is that 'The Lord buildsa house of mercy, that a company of sinners may dwell in, with him,
for ever. What laid the corner-stone of this throne, but grace? What
brings in the inhabitants, preserves them, and perfects them, but
wace? .• .'~he utter impotence of nature and omnipotence of grace,
tn the b11smess,of man's salvation, are stumbling-blocks to a\l the ungodly, but are .foundations in Christian· doctrine.' 69 As Jonathan
~dwards. has it, 'Saving grace in the heart can't be produced in roan
by mere ex:ercise of what perfections he has in him alread'¥ ...Gra~e
must be the immediate work of God, and properly a productlot;l of.Hts
almighty power on the soul.' 7 o Few brought out the imphcat10ns
of this truth more clearly than Forsyth: ' "Believe, believe,'' is the wh?le
tone of many a fruitless preacher.. .It is ignoring the fact that both ~atth
and repentance and all Christian experiences are supernatural things,
are the gifts of God .•.Let us offer men not appeals but gitts ... L~ok
to the Gospel and it will see to the experiences.' 71 Although the mitiative throughout is with God, we do not wish to minimise the importance of the individual's gratetul response. For this response,
whichever way it goes, the individual is responsible; but if he responds
to Christ he will be the first to confess that, though his, his response
was something which by grace he was enabled to make. What may
not be overlooked is the fact that 'Christ's was a death on behalf of
72
people within whom the power of responding had to be created.'
It is clear by now what a long way we have moved from ·any idea
that ·the complete definition of a Christian is that he is o11ewho has
T. G1lodwin, Works, 1861, II, p. 151. Cf. Westmirnter/ COflfesswn IX x.
op. cit., pp. 20; 40; cf. John Flavel, Works II, pp. 67-9,.
reprinted by The Banner of Truth Trust, 1968.
70 Jonathan Edwards, Treatise on Grace, ed. Paul Helm, Cam.bljdge: Jrrr.es
Clarke, 1971, p. 39. Cf..R. W. Dale, Fellowship with Ch1ist, Lonpon.: Hcdder
and Stoughton, 1890, p. 94; S. G. Craig,op. cit., p . 64 ..From Calvin onwards
a distinction has been drawn betWeen common and spec1al, or Sllving, grz ce.
The former stands for God's providential love .a nd Cl\fe for~ meny and by
vlrtue of it they accomplish the good they do, and are restrain(d frc m the
worst to which their depraved hearts would naturally lead thcm. Ccrrrr.on
grace, unlike saving grace, does not suffice for salvation. .For two classical
di~cu~sionsseeR. Traill, op.cit .,pp. 146-9 and Thomjls Bpston (1676-1732),
Human Nature in its Fourfold Stai.e (1720), Londo:n; 'Ibe .Banner of TIUth
Trus1., 1964, pp. 203-252.
11 P. T. Forsyth, Revelairon Old and New, London: IndeRendent Pre~s,_
1962, p. 71.
.
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verbally assented to a creed, or added his signature to a confession or
covenant. However desirable such formulae may be, a Christia~ is
one who has been claimed by Christ as his own. MoreJver, the
Christian's understanding of what has been done for him, and of
what he has done, may be very unsophisticated. Babes in Ch.rist
must not be made to feel insecure. If a believer regards Cb.rist as
Master only, he may learn more· tater; but if a Cnurch's oli::.iat pro·
nouncements were to acknowledge Christ as Master only, we might
well wondt:r what had become of the gospel affirmation. A 5ain, many
may wish to testify with Ignatius and with their contemporary bre.
thren th3;t 'Our charter is Jesus Christ; our infaHible charter is His
cross, His death and His passion, and faith through Him;' and
they may honourably do this before they are able, and even if they are
never able, to give a rounded account of what is meant. They have
been claimed; by grace they have responded; they are in via; ani that
is enough: 'A Christian is one who is responding to wh-;1tever rneani ngs
of Christ are, through God's Spirit, being br~mght ho!lle to his intellectual or moral conscience. This is a definition at on~e el{'naustive
of the profoundest Christianity and admissive of the simplest.' 73 Thus
the question 'What is Christianity?' is one question; 'What is the
heart of the gospel?' is another; 'What is a Christian?' is yet another;
and ' Is X a Christian?' is a question which can finally be answered'only
by X's Maker-though in the meantime ecclesiastical disciplinarians
may, with, it is to be hoped, the proper mixture of regret and c;>m;>ass·
ion, need to answer the question, 'May X continue in membership of
this Church?'
What this last question underlines is the fact that normally th~
Christian will be a church member; for as Christ founded acommunity
.a P. C. Simpson, The Fact of Christ, p. 175. ~e phrase 'through God's
Spirit' obviates an unduly wide 'whatever' I We prefer this definitionto that of
Profes·s or Sykes, art. cit. p. 295: 'The term "Christian" stands for a position in
which a positive response is offered to the truth claims of the gospel of Jesus
Christ.' This is liomewhatover·intellectualist, and reads a little like a 'work'.
J. Bowden's Who1's a Christian?, London: SCM, 1970, also troubles us a little
by its tendency to erect unduly sharp dichotomies. Thus, for example, Mr
Bowden explains (p. 111) that whilst the substance of tradi tiona] Christianity
is not' plain wrong' many of its affirmations are 'for me no longer Iive options'
because he cannot share the traditional world view. We note the quahfica·
tion 'many', but we feel that inadequate emphasis is laid upon those perennial
feat.u-es of the God.man relation which have ever been, and must ever be part
of Christianity's world view. Bernard Manning wisely wrote: 'It is mainly
our awn ignorance'of our fathers in the faith which makes us fancy them and
their problems so very unlike ourselves and our problems,' op. cit., p. 110.
Again: 'I am sure that, if we had 11 theology brought entire]} up to date in
regard to curren tthought, we should not then have the great condition for the
Kingdom of Go d. It is the wills of men, and not tt>eir views~ that are the
great obstacle to the Gospel, and the thinp most intractable' : P. T. Forayt·h,
Politifle PreachinK, p. 197.
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(and, incidentally, charged it with a mis9\onary r,esponsibillty which
it would be arrogant for isolated individuals to suppose that they could
discharg~ unaided), so he calls men in~ fellowship with himself and
with each other. We cannot but feel uneasy, therefore, when we hear
such remarks as, 'One can be a gooCi Christi.a n without going to church,'
which, according to Mr Bowden; ia 'probably true of more people now
than it has ever been .' 74 We db not deny the truth that tnany say
this. We question whether their proposition is true. Again, Mr
Bowden writes, 'The label does nQt always guarantee the product. •
Sadly, this is true; there have ever been hypocrites, but for all that we
endorse Bernard Manning's remark to the effect that 'The visible
organised local church is for us the earthen vessel which carries the
real presence of the Saviour.' 76 Mr Bowden next avers, 'Nor does
the product always bear the labe\.' This raises the thorny question
of unconscious faith, and we would simply.counter pragmatically, 'You
cannot have for ever or for long the Chriatiane::r.perience 9£ God without
the Divine Society that is the result; the assurance, .and the vehicle
o.f that experience.' 76 From many traditions come testimonies ~o the
inescapability of fellowship. Said Calvin, 'If they are truly persuaded
that God is the common Father ·of'th.em aU, and Christ their common Head, they cannot but be united together in b other\y love, and
mutually impart their blessings to. eacli other.'77, .The Anglican
Leonard Hodgson claims that 'Normally the individual Christian is a
Christian through his membership in the Church, the body of Christ on
earth which is the object and instrument of God's redemptive
activity.' 78 To the early Quakers 'truth' was 'a comprehensive term
that embraced publishing truth, receiving tr11th and being gathered
into a fellowship of Friends in the truth.'71 In the opinion
of the Presbyterian H. R. Mackintosh, 'The Christian life is nothing
71 }. Bowden, op. cit., p. 116.
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without the mutual giving. and receiving of the brethren ;' 80 and the
Congregationalist P. T. Forsyth was his usual, pungent self: 'Salva..:
tion is personal, but it is not individual.'Sl
Nor is the Christian life of love limited to a love of the brethren.
The gospel, though not life in preference to creed, is most certainly
life flowing from creed-or, more strictly, from that agape which has
~rst been received. 82 Christian ethics are inescapable, and they are
Inescapably theological. Whilst the slogan 'actions speak louder
than words' should not be resorted to by Christians as an excuse for
failing to testify verbally to God's love, there can be no doubt that
ideally the Christian's actions and words will be allot a piece. Richard
Baxter's exhortation is soundly based: 'Let Thankfulness to God thy
Creator, Redeemer and Regenerator, be the very temperament of thy
soul, and faithfully expressed by thy tongue and life.•ss As we have
elsewhere asked, 'What is the reason for, and ground of, our gratitude?
Atoning agape. And what is the model and the inspiration and the
motive force of our Christian ethical thought and behaviour? Atoning
agape. ' 114 In a word, it is all of grace; it is all a product of. the gospel.
So too is the Christian's eschatological hope. Jesus said, ''Be of good
cheer, I have overcome the world;'So concerning which text Forsyth
roundly declared, 'The thing is done, it is not to do.'8 6 That, blunt
as it is,is one way of verbalising the distillation ofthe gospel.
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